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Deserves A
Champion

Dear Readers

Every year-end, we celebrate the graduation of yet another batch of K2 children 
in MY World. In some settings, a Graduation Ceremony is sometimes also known 
as a Commencement Ceremony. Allow me to share why this may be a fitting way 
for parents to view this milestone in their children’s lives. 

What are our children commencing on? They commence on their primary school 
education, on the formal schooling phase of their learning journey. 

What do they commence this journey with? They embark on this next phase with 
sound fundamentals: Having learnt to communicate,  read and write; having 
learnt how to share and get along with their peers; having learnt to apply 
themselves to Wonder, Think and Learn. 

What else do they commence this journey with? They bring with them memories 
of supportive teachers, happy moments shared with good friends, learning 
experiences which reinforce their confidence, and a positive learning disposition.  
They bring with them the confidence that they are capable, and can thrive as 
confident explorers, creative thinkers, curious learners and caring individuals.

All these converge to create a deep reservoir of strong emotional reserves that 
will stand them in good stead in their primary school years. Children who are 
confident, curious, caring and well-adjusted are ready for the next stage of 
learning and are more likely to do well in school, and in life.

To the parents of graduating children, we say, thank you for your trust and 
support. Thank you for making MY World a part of your family’s world, and your 
trusted partner in your child’s development and education. Though your child 
may be graduating, you are still part of the larger MY World family, and as MY 
World alumni, you will continue to enjoy free MYMCA membership for the next 
two years. 

This year, in celebration of SG50, the theme of our Graduation Concert was 
“You’re My Story: My Singapore Story”. The Singapore Story is an open book, 
awaiting for new characters to arise, and for new developments to take place. 

In the days to come, our children will write compelling new chapters in the 
Singapore Story. In this new phase ahead, let’s continue to be the Champions 
our children deserve, to enable them to do just that.

Phyllis Tan
Director, MY World Preschool
ED & CEO, Metropolitan YMCA
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To the parents of graduating 
children, we say, thank you for 
your trust and support. Thank you 
for making MY World a part of your 
family’s world, and your trusted 
partner in your child’s development 
and education.”

“

MY World Magazine
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Heart
SHARING FROM WITHIN 

24th Combined Graduation Ceremony
Behind the Scenes

Heart

Heartiest congratulations to the 207 graduands from 15 
centres who have completed their preschool education at 
MY World! 

The Graduation Ceremony on November 20 was a 
definite highlight for both children and parents. An 
exciting showcase that clearly demonstrated what 
the children were capable of, every performance 

was greeted by enthusiastic applause from proud parents 
as well as countless clicks of the camera. 

Off stage, many teachers, who were just as proud of their 
proteges, coached them as they went on stage for the 
milestone event.
   
We peek behind the scenes and catch these glimpses of our 
talented performers - and their teachers - getting ready for 
their moment in the spotlight. 
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WHAT CHAMPIONS 
LOOK LIKEHeart Heart

24th Combined 
Graduation Ceremony

Uniquely Singapore
Performed by MY World @ Compassvale 
Ancilla, Hougang, Simei, Stevens and 
Woodlands

After independence, Singapore embraced 
multi-racialism and introduced National 
Service for all young men. The children 
performed the various ethnic dances 
as well as their own version of “Our 
Nation’s Pride, Our Army Boys” to 

celebrate Singapore’s unique character.

 

For more photos, visit 
Facebook.com/MYWorldPreschoolLtd

One Singapore
Performed by MY World @ 
Ang Mo Kio, Bukit Panjang, 
Sims and Yishun

In 2015, we have much to 
reflect on and celebrate for 
as One People, One Nation, One 
Singapore. Our Garden City is a 
testament to how far we have 
come. To commemorate SG50, 
the children celebrated a “City In a 
Garden” and closed off in a Grand 
Finale with “These Are The Days”. 

Watching Movies in the past
Performed by MY World @  Tampines Changkat and Tampines North

From the 1970’s to 1980’s, Singapore’s only open-air drive-in 
cinema, the Jurong Drive-In, wooed the crowd. The children 
drove their little cars to catch a Bollywood movie as Kachang 
Puteh sellers roamed through the crowd, shouting “Come buy 
my Kachang Puteh!”

My friends, my school
Performed by MY World @ Bishan, Pasir 
Ris, Woodlands

In the 1950s, Singapore focused on 
developing its economy and integrating 
a nation together through a universal 
education system. In the performances 
“Games We Used to Play” and “Good 
Morning Teacher/老师早”, the children 
re-created Kampong and classroom 
scenes in remembrance of the good old 
days.

You’re My Story: My Singapore Story

In celebration of SG50, the graduation concert this year brought to life Singapore’s journey 
as an independent nation. In a series of performances, the children articulated and 
traced the various stages and aspects of Singapore’s history and identity. Here 
are the highlights from their big day. 
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Home
WHERE HAPPINESS DWELLS

FAMILY SPOTLIGHT: 
A Parent’s Story

Home

Mdm Mak Hwei Ling, whose two sons were at MY World 
@ Sims, wrote this heartfelt note of gratitude to the 
principal and teachers. 

How time flies! My son Dylan will be graduating end 
2015.  To Teacher Huang, Teacher Karen and Teacher 
Grace, I wish to say Thank You for helping to make 
the journey of learning special 

and easy for him.  

In the beginning, Dylan needed extra 
attention to help him manage his 
emotions, build up his self-confidence 
and improve his eating habits.  You 
have been patient and understanding 
to his needs, and the care and affection 
that you have shown to Dylan is beyond 
words. 

Teacher Huang, you are an amazing 
and patient teacher.  Back in 2008, 
you taught my elder son Damien at MY World @ Sims.  My 
first impression of you was that you were unapproachable 
and stern.  Damien disliked Chinese, but as time went by, 
his Chinese gradually improved.  It was your capability, 
experience and teaching methods that helped motivate 

and interest him to learn further.  I learned that I could not 
‘judge a teacher by its cover’.

This year, my younger son Dylan is fortunate to have you 
as his Chinese teacher.  He comes home and sing Chinese 
songs taught by you.  Although not fluent, he manages by 
and is able to sing a complete song.  I am happy to see his 

growing interest in learning Chinese.

You also went the extra mile by 
ensuring Dylan finished his meals.  In 
the beginning, Dylan ate very little or 
rejected his meals altogether.  You 
constantly followed up on what we 
discussed during our parent-teacher 
meetings to ensure that Dylan’s food 
were cut into smaller pieces.  Dylan 
has since shown improvement in 
completing his meals in a faster and 
timelier manner.  

I’m very glad that both my kids grew up with MY World @ 
Sims.  To the principal Mrs Belinda Koh and Teachers of MY 
World @ Sims, thank you all for the incredible years; we’ll 
never forget them.  

“ It was your capability, 
experience and teaching methods 
that helped motivate and interest 

him to learn further.
I’m so glad that both my kids 
grew up with MYWorld@Sims. ”
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Places to bring your kids to in 2016
Home Home

W                  ith the school holidays coming to an end and a new year ahead, where are some of 
the places you can bring your children to during the weekends?  Check out these 
happenings around Singapore:

Catch the Koalas @ the Singapore Zoo
Now till 27 Dec (weekends only)

Koalas are here in Singapore! And they 
are throwing a huge Furry Farewell 
Party before they return home in 
December.  

The Singapore Zoo has lined up a series 
of fun activities for kids such as the 
Nat Geo Story Trail, Animal Encounters 
and Enrichment Sessions, Jungle Party 
Crafts and many more!  Zoo admission 
fees apply at $32/adult and $21/child.  
Discounts apply for online and credit 
card purchases.

Find out more at http://www.zoo.com.
sg/koala-mania or scan this QR code.

Visit the Star Wars exhibiiton 
@ Changi Airport
Now till 5 Jan 2016

The Force Awakens at Changi Airport!

Get up close with life-size X-Wing and 
TIE Fighters; learn the languages of the 
galaxy and catch Behind-the-Scenes 
movie trailers at the Interactive Wall; or 
even meet Stormtroopers and X-Wing 
Fighter Pilots at the Star Wars Show! 
This is an event not to be missed by all 
Star Wars fans!  

Admission is free. Visit http://starwars.
changiairport.com or scan this QR 
code.

Treasures of the World from The 
British Museum 
@ the National Museum of Singapore
Now till 28 May 2016

For families who are into culture and 
history, look no further than The 
British Museum’s Treasures of the 
World exhibition. The finest artefacts 
and relics from ancient civilisations 
are on display at the National Museum 
Singapore, such as the “unlucky 
mummy” falsely rumoured to have 
sunk the Titanic, gold jewellery from 
ancient Mesopotamian graves, and 
the magical transformation mask from 
the Pacific Northwest Coast of North 
America. 

$14/adult, students and children go in 
free.  Visit http://nationalmuseum.sg/
exhibitions/exhibition-list/treasures-of-
the-world or scan this QR code.

Monsters of the Sea @ Science Centre
Now till 28 Feb 2016

What lurks beneath us in the depths 
of the ocean? Come face-to-face with 
legendary sea creatures that rule the 
marine world like the Kraken, Loch 
Ness Monster and Chinese Dragon! 

Children can board a vessel to be 
transported into the unknown ocean 
and be immersed in a dimension where 
prehistoric creatures exist alongside 
other sea animals.  

$20/adult and $16/child or $58/family (2 
adults + 2 children).  

Visit http://www.science.edu.sg/
exhibitions/pages/monstersofthesea.
aspx or scan this QR code.

Visit Christmas Wonderland 
@ Gardens by the Bay 
Now till 5 Jan 

Christmas Wonderland @ Gardens by
the Bay returns the second time!  
Be enthralled by the combination 
of magnificent light sculptures and 
charming festive markets alongside 
carnival games and rides! Visit 
the Christmas Toyland on display 
at the Flower Dome, or the Ice 
Palace for a truly artic experience.

Admission is free though charges may 
apply at certain attractions.  MYMCA 
Members enjoy the Gardens by the Bay 
Family Package at a special rate of $50 
(U.P. $64) for 2 adults and 2 children.  
Present your MYMCA membership 
card at the ticketing hub.  T&Cs apply.

Visit http://www.christmaswonderland.
sg for more info or scan this QR code.

The Art of Speed @ Playeum’s Children’s 
Centre for Creativity 
Now until 3 April 2016 

If you have not brought your kids 
to Playeum, you should.  Recently 
opened in September 2015, Playeum 
is an award-winning non-profit 
organisation championing play and 
creativity in children.  Their premiere 
exhibition, The Art of Speed provides 
four interconnected spaces that allows 
insipiration to travel in all directions.  
Within each space, children can 
explore the essence of speed through 
a diverse range of sensory and open-
ended environments.  

$20/child + accompanying adult, $10/
additional adult.  Visit www.playeum.
com/#!art-of-speed/cb05  or scan this 
QR code.
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Haven
LEARN TO PLAY

Haven

NEW CENTRES
MY World @ Sembawang Drive

MY World @ Sembawang Drive began its operations on 
1 September 2015. We take a tour around this new centre 
and have a chat with the centre’s Acting Principal, Ms 
Patricia Tham. 

A Look at the Centre
Share with us the teaching and learning approach 
at MY World.

MY World takes a learner-centred and inquiry approach to 
teaching where children participate actively in their learning 
as they Wonder, Discover and Learn.  Our curriculum design 
emphasises our central belief that children are confident 
explorers, creative thinkers, curious learners and caring 
individuals and if properly structured and presented, 
children can learn almost any topic or subject.

Can you tell us about the centre and the 
neighbourhood?

Our spacious and well ventilated centre is surrounded with 
community facilities such as primary and secondary school, 
clinics, a library, supermarket, playground and park.

What are the levels and programmes available?
The levels we offer are Playgroup, Nursery 1 and 2, and 
Kindergarten 1 and 2.  Parents can choose between full-day 
or half-day programmes.  

Are there still any vacancies?  How can parents go 
about registering for a place? 

Yes.  As we are newly open, we still have vacancies across all 
levels. Parents may register for their child at the centralised 
Child Care Link: www.childcarelink.gov.sg 

How can I find out more information about the 
centre?

Parents may email us at ccsemb.drv@myworld.org.sg or 
call 6481 2905.

A Chat with the Principal
Ms Patricia Tham

How long have you been in the early childhood 
education?  What keeps you going?  

I have been in the early childhood education sector for 25 
years. I have a passion for children, especially those who 
come from disadvantaged families. I see it my life’s purpose 
to help and support these families in whatever way I can.

What is it like to lead a newly established centre?  
It takes a lot of effort, time and patience starting out. Being 
in a new place requires you to establish good rapport with 
not only the teachers, staff, children and their parents, but 
also with the neighbouring residents, clinic, Police Post, 
Residents’ Committee, etc.

What are your aspirations for the centre? 
I wish to support and unlock every child’s potential to his /
her fullest, and to work hand-in-hand with the parents on 
their child’s development.   

Share with us your most gratifying moment as an 
early childhood educator. 

When the little ones hug me and said, “I love you, Ms 
Pat!”  It’s at that precise moment where you know that 
everything you have worked for is worthwhile.
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CENTRE PROFILE 
MY World @ Tampines Changkat Haven

REFURBISHED CENTRES
MY World @ Pasir Ris

Haven

CENTRE PROFILE 
MY World @ Tampines Changkat Haven

REFURBISHED CENTRES
MY World @ Pasir Ris

Haven

MY World @ Pasir Ris was recently refurbished, and 
unveiled a new look that was welcomed by both parents 
and children. The centre celebrated its newly renovated 
environment with a Family Day cum Young Artist Gallery 
on November 28. 

MY World @ Pasir Ris celebrated its newly 
refurbished environment with a Family Day 
cum Young Artist Gallery on November 28. 
In collaboration with NAC’s Young Artist 

Programme (Visual Arts), the centre and WowART Learning 
Studio came together to set up 10 sessions of integrated 
art education for the children from Playgroup to K2. 

Using a progressive teaching method, WowART Learning 
Studio utilised methodologies in Early Childhood 
Psychology, Creative Development and Art Education to 

What Parents Say

I was worried about my daughter when I placed her in infant 
care at 18 months. She could not express herself well but after 
one year in the centre, I feel restful about her development. 
The centre opening event gave me a chance to see how much 
she has developed. I’m very surprised that she is able to 
express herself and create such a detailed and complex art 
piece at such a young age.”
Angel Wong
Mother of three

“

People are happier, and the energy is better. The centre 
is brighter and more open, and everything feels more 
connected. When the children had to be bussed from MY 
World @  Pasir Ris to MY World @ Ang Mo Kio during the 
renovation, it was a good experience. It was good to see the 
parents and teachers coming together to ensure the safety 
of the children, and the children also learnt to be more 
independent. I really want to thank Principal Yee for the good 
management.”
Kenny Chia
Father of four

“

create experiential art programmes. Through the use of 
various media as well as dramatisation, the children created 
an exhibition of abstract and creative art pieces for display. 
There were also art activity stations for guests interested 
to DIY their own masterpieces.

The centre also had a Water Cycle science project on 
display. These homeschool projects were made by the K1 
and K2 children and their families.  

This was a good opportunity for some working parents 
who have not visited our centre after renovation. More 
than 50 families attended the event.

MY World @ Woodlands also underwent a refurbishment 
and reopened in the same week.

“
“Glad to see the various activities the school has organised for the children. Very happy to see that my 
child, who is in Playgroup, is able to follow the programmes and the teachers’ instructions.” 
Charlene Lim
Child in Playgroup

“Wonderful. It went beyond my expectations of what kindergarten children and parents can do!” 
Christ Lestario
Child in K1

“The artworks are very impressive! Each piece is creative and unique. Not only our family, but all the 
parents looked excited. We really appreciate it. Thank you all teachers at My World @ Pasir Ris!” 
Stanley Ho
Father of two in Playgroup and K2
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Happenings
SO MUCH MORE

HIGHLIGHTS
ECDA “Start Small Dream Big” FinaleHappenings

Over six months, children from MY World @ Tampines 
North were among 8,000 pre-schoolers nationwide who 
took part in a variety of community service projects, 
collecting more than $100,000 in cash for the President’s 
Challenge.

This year’s beneficiaries 
include All Saints Home, 
Jamiyah Singapore and The 
Straits Times School Pocket 

Money Fund. “These children have 
done very well to think beyond 
themselves and made a difference to 
the lives of others,” said President 
Tony Tan Keng Yam, who graced the 
initiative’s finale on September 26 
at Suntec Singapore Convention and Exhibition Centre. 
The President, along with Minister for Social and Family 
Development Tan Chuan-Jin, toured the exhibition booths.

The President’s Challenge, which is into its 15th year, 
is an annual fund-raising and outreach campaign that 
aims to bring the community together to help the less 

fortunate. Certificates of appreciation were presented 
to representatives of 150 pre-school centres, including 
MY World. Their charity projects ranged from expressing 
appreciation to family and friends to serving the elderly in 
the community. 

MY World’s project was called 
“Putting a Smile on Your Face”. The 
children were involved in a series of 
events to express appreciation and 
love to their loved ones and people 
in the community. They created little 
cards or bookmarks with inspirational 
phrases such as “Have a nice day” and 
distributed them to people in their 
neighbourhood.  The children also 

approached the cleaners  to understand their work and 
showed their appreciation by helping to pick up rubbish.  
They also created “kindness coupons” as their pledge to do 
various acts of kindness at home, such as “I will pour water 
for my mummy” or “I will help daddy to fold the clothes”.

“These children have done very well 
to think beyond themselves and 

made a difference to the lives of others.” 
- President Tony Tan Keng Yam
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Take a Peek into MY World!
In MY World, we are committed to providing your child with a wholesome and 
positive learning experience. Here we highlight some interesting activities and 

excursions which made learning fun for your child! 

18

July 31

Butterfly Park & Insect Kingdom 
@ Sentosa 
MY World @ Tampines & Canberra: In line with our monthly theme 
of ‘Creepy Crawlies’, 38 children from Playgroup to K2 visited the 
Butterfly Park & Insect Kingdom to get a better understanding of 
what ‘creepy crawlies’ are. Two fathers from the Playgroup class also 
joined us for the outing.

The children were fascinated by the many species of butterflies and 
enjoyed the moment where they could touch and feel a chrysallis, 
pupa, caterpillar and butterfly.  The children also encountered a 
monitor lizard and had the opportunity to feed macaws.

November 12
 

DUCKTours
MY World @ Ang Mo Kio: The K1 children at MY 
World @ Ang Mo Kio experienced an outdoor learning 
adventure to reinforce their learning on sea transport. 
Sitting in a remodeled WW2 Amphibious Vietnamese 
war craft, the children embarked on a land and sea 
tour around Singapore’s historic landmarks. The most 
exciting part was seeing how the ‘bus’ became a ‘boat’ 
as it entered the water with a splash!

Happenings

HIGHLIGHTS
Events at a Glance

19

August 26

PLAYtime! The Magic Jungle 
@ Esplanade
MY World @ Simei: To spark creativity and learning 
through the performing arts, 20 N2 children attended 
the interactive musical performance.  The children 
enjoyed the high level of audience participation and 
loved it when they were given toothbrushes to help a 
crocodile brush his teeth! 

November 17

Visit to Changi Airport
MY World @ St George’s: To reinforce what they have 
learnt about transportation, the children from Playgroup to 
K2 went on an experiential learning journey to observe the 
landing and take-off of aeroplanes at Changi Airport. The 
children also got to visit the Star Wars exhibition and took 
photos with the fighter aircrafts and Stormtroopers!

August 5

MY Child Cares Project 
MY World @ Hougang: 90 children and 
their parents were invited to contribute 
groceries to the needy through the MY 
Manna Store. The children were involved 
in purchasing the groceries with their 
parents and bringing them to the centre 
for packing and distribution. Through 
this, the children gained the opportunity 
to do their part for the community and 
were taught good character values such 
as caring for and sharing with the needy.

Happenings

HIGHLIGHTS
Events at a Glance
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Beyond the basic curriculum, MY World Preschool of-
fers Enhancement Programmes on an optional basis 
that provide your child with exposure to a spectrum of 
fun electives and excellent opportunities to develop a 
healthy body, mind and spirit.

For more information on Enhancement Programmes, 
call us at 6839 8354/5 or email programmes@mymca.
org.sg

CHARACTER 
& Fitness

DEVELOPMENT

MY Zumba Kids Jr. (N1 to K2)
Designed exclusively for children aged 3 - 6, MY 
Zumba Kids Jr. gets children moving and sets their 
hearts pumping! Combining music and movement, the 
high energy dance sessions are packed with specially 
choreographed, child-friendly routines that will help 
your child improve memory, rhythm and sequencing. 

MY Swimmers (K1, K2)
An essential life skill, and the foundation for enjoying 
all kinds of water sports! Your child will be taught 
not only basic and correct swimming techniques, but 
also water survival and safety skills, while developing 
physical coordination and fitness.

PERFORMING 
ARTS

MY Budding Actors (N1 to K2)
Your child will develop confidence, speech clarity, 
imagination and creativity by acting out stories and 
exercises that underscore character development.

MY Musicians (PG to K2)
Through our unique setup and a generous supply of 
instruments, your child will embark on an enchanting 
and lifelong journey of discovery, imagination and 
creativity in the world of music.


